
 
 
 

 BBZ JC FAQ (Top Questions):   

(Big Bass Zone Junior Championship LLC)  

       
Q:  How can I enter the BBZ JC?   
      A:  The BBZ JC is open to ALL teenagers from 13 -19 years old. This is an open format. 
 

Q:  It is just a one-time $25 entry fee?   
      A: Yes, pay a one time $25 entry fee, and fish 24/7 in any legal body of water. Fun fish, 
prefish or tournament fishing counts. 
 

Q:  Can I fish in another state if I travel or move?   
       A:  Once entered, contestants may fish in any of the 49 participating states (excluding 
Alaska), subject to state and local regulations. You register for the one state you are going to 
fish, this is usually the state you reside in. If you register in a single state where you live, but 
then move during the tournament dates, you must re-enter the tournament or opt  in for the 
BBZ JC Nation. The BBZ JC Nation is all the fishable US states including Hawaii. Anywhere 
you go counts!  

Q.  What about fishing more than one state?  

      A: Once entered, you must declare which state you are fishing, this is the $25.00 entry. 
To fish the BBZ JC Nation the total fee is only $50.  



If you decide halfway through the year, you want to compete in additional states, you must 
register with the $50.00 buy in option. Our program will not let you add on after you enter. 

Q:  Can I certify more than one bass in the competition?   

       A:  There is no restriction on the number of bass entered, provided each bass is entered 
on a separate login form from www.BBZJC.com. And as long as you are declared in multiple 

states, you can enter fish caught out of those states and lead more than one state.   

Q:  Do I have to pay another $25 each time I enter a catch?   
A: NO! The $25 or $50 entry fee is a one-time only charge. Enter as many fish as you                    

wish!  

 Q:  How do I certify a catch?   

A. Login into the www.BBZJC.com and complete The Big Bass Zone Certification Form            
along with the 3 proper photo(s) of your catch, simply:  

• Measure the catch LENGTH with a universal cloth sewing soft tape 
(you must buy).  

 

The photograph must show the entire bass AND the entire ruler showing. DO NOT lay the 
fish on the SEWING ruler! It will not count as a legal catch.  
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• Measure the catch GIRTH with the same universal cloth sewing soft tape in the 
photograph it with the entire ruler showing.  Make sure your official score card and your 
personal BBZ JC I.D. code is seen in both length and girth photos.  

 

 

• Hold the fish so you can take a selfie! Or have a friend take your photo of you holding 
the fish. Make it a good photo, it could be used in social media posts on Facebook, 
Instagram, BBZWord.com or even in Bassmaster’s magazine.  

 

 

● Make sure your official BBZ JC I.D. card is visible in both the Length and Girth 
photos. 



   

• Complete all the info on www.BBZJC.com and submit.   

Q: Can I laminate my Official The BBZ JC 2020 I.D. Card that I              
download?  

A: Yes and we encourage it. Plus it's easy to store and use on other occasions! The                  
easiest way to do this is clear packing tape. Run it from end to end, front and back.                  
Waterproof and reusable.  
  

Q:  What is the minimum size requirement for my state?   
A: The Big Bass Zone Junior Championship LLC promotes catch and release. You can               

measure any bass, photo it, and log it in. You do not have to take a fish to a certified scale.                     
It is that easy! All fish will have a uniform system for entry no matter where you live. 

Q: How many times can I register a fish?   
A: The Big Bass Zone Junior Championship LLC allows you to register as many fish as                 

you want. We take second place to the Championship if first place is not able to attend! We                  
encourage you to submit all your catches, each time you catch a larger fish! We will                
automatically cull your smallest bass out.  
  

Q: Should I send in all my catches?  
  A:  The Big Bass Zone Junior Championship LLC allows you to send in as many fish as you 
want. We take second place to the Championship if first place is not able to attend! We 
encourage you to submit all your catches, each time you catch a larger fish!  

Q:  When and where are The BBZ JC Finals this year?   
  A:  This will be held at Billy Chapman’s new Anglers Inn International lodge in Idaho. More 
info will be announced near the Aug 1st, 2020 cutoff date. The BBZ JC will enforce a 1 month 



(30 days) OFF LIMITS period, to not allow local anglers to be on the water to keep this 
tournament fair for all anglers. Billy Chapman will have his guides on the water everyday 
looking for anglers who qualified for The BBZ JC. Anyone caught on the water during the 
months Off Limit period will be disqualified, PERIOD! 

Q:  How are fish measured, and why are my measurements 
different?  
 A:  Three independent judges look at your photos, and determine the length and girth of your 
fish. Then a final decision is made if there are discrepancies between your measurements 
and ours. A straight edge is used on the mouth of the bass, and then on the tail, determining 
where it lines up with the ruler. Our decision is final for leaderboard results.  

 Q:  What species of fish are allowed to be entered in the 
competition?   

   A:  Only largemouth black bass, spotted bass and smallmouth bass will be considered for 
qualification.  

 Q:  When does the competition begin and end?   
  A:  Entries for certification for the 2020 The BBZ JC begins Jan 1, 2020 and ends August 
1st, 2020.  

Q:  When are the winners announced? 
  A:  Entries and state winners will be announced in this order. You may fish on August 
1st, 2020. Your entry must be logged into www.BBZJC.com  by 12:01am August 2nd, 2020.  
Winners will be announced by Aug 7th, via email. 2nd place qualifiers, will be notified at a                 

later date if accepted due to 1st place not being able to attend.   
  

Q:  What is the top prize this year?   
  A:  As more sponsors come on board, more prizes will be added.  
 
If you have more questions, please feel free to contact Bill Siemantel at 
bill@thebbz.com 
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